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Key themes in transport

Societal Drivers
• Environmental
• Air Quality
• Urbanisation

New
Technologies
• CAVs
• Electrification
• Alternative &
renewable fuels
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New Solutions
• Services
• Business Models
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Opportunities in transport

• New technologies and services enable, coupled with societal and political
drivers are creating investment opportunities in transport
• Some transport sectors are very dynamic and changing rapidly, while others
are much slower to react
• Implication of this transition on investment, economy, industry, jobs and skills

• Investment opportunities in technologies, transport-related services and fuels
• Priorities need to be carefully considered and understood in the context of
macro trends, key industry stakeholders and political support
• New opportunities for investment arise from a closer interaction between the
transport and energy sectors
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UK perspective
• Transport sector emissions increased by 2% in 2016
– HGV and Van emissions increased by 2% and 6%
respectively in 2016
– Passenger car emissions increased by 2%

0.3%
Aviation

15.0%
Passenger cars
4.1%
Light commercial vehicles

• New car CO2 emissions fell by 1% in 2016,
Increased by 1% in 2017
– Will require approx. 6% decrease per year to meet
2020 targets
• Uptake of bio-fuels fell in 2015 from 2.9% to 2.3%
– Stayed at 2.3% in 2016
• Aviation emissions increased by 1% in 2015
– Most from international (not included in
carbon budgets), domestic fell in 2016 by 4%
– Passenger demand increased by 5.5% in 2015

0.7%
Buses
4.3%
HGVs
Total UK GHG emissions
were 467.9 MtCO2e in 2016

73.1%
Other sectors

0.1%
2-wheelers

0.4%
Railways

1.3%
Shipping
0.6%
Other transport

Source: Final UK greenhouse gas emissions national
statistics: 1990-2016

• Shipping emissions fell 2% in 2016
• Rail emissions fell approx. 1% in 2016
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Road Transport - Cars and Vans

• New car and van EU Regulations
– Risk that OEMs will fail to meet 2020/21 targets (95gCO2/km and
147gCO2/km) – Demand increasing for heavier vehicles
• Consumers shifting away from diesel
• New test procedure is being introduced for testing new cars and light vans
(WLTP), should provide a more realistic measure of real-world emissions and
fuel consumption
• Electrification is accelerating rapidly but at different paces around the
world
• UK PiV sales: 47K in 2017; 142K total
• PiV sales >300K across EU in 2017, 1.7% of new sales average over the year.
Estimate there is now >1M PiVs in Europe.
• Approximately 50/50 split between BEVs and PHEVs (similar to US)
• Globally: >1.2M PiVs sold in 2017 (China, Europe, USA), >3.2M sales to end of
2017
• Fuel Cell Vehicles :174 in 2017, 40 units more than 2016.
Source: EV Volumes: http://www.evvolumes.com/country/total-world-plug-in-vehicle-volumes/
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Road Transport - HGVs

• HGV CO2 emissions are not regulated (air pollutants are)
• UK HGV emissions have increased over the past two years as has the
tonne/km
• EU agreed that truck manufacturers would be obliged to measure their fuel
consumption with the VECTO tool, from 2019 onwards

• Very limited opportunity for electrification using batteries
• European Roadmap – Electrification of Road Transport
– Hybridisation of HDV powertrains
– Electrification of buses

– R&D, demonstration and introduction of Electric Road System (ERS) for long
haul freight
• Cleaner fuels are required to support transition from ICEs (e.g. biofuels)

Source: European Roadmap: Electrification of Road
Transport, June 2017
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Road Transport – Upcoming changes and actions

CCC recommendations
• 2030 CO2 limits for cars (60gCO2/km); vans (80gCO2/km) and HGVs
• EV take up to reach 9% by 2020 and 60% by 2030
• Reform on vehicle taxation
• Charging infrastructure network needs to be developed and supported with
public investment
• Strategy for on-street residential charging should be developed
• RTFO increased to 8% of transport fuel demand by 2020, extended to 2030
• Modal shift to non-car modes in cities
• Ban on sale of ICE vehicles to be brought forward to 2035
• More research into Fuel Cells and Electric Roads for HGVs – may require
decarbonisation of the entire HGV fleet
“Road to Zero” strategy is imminent
Automated and Electric Vehicles Bill
Changes in consumer behaviour in light of new WLTP
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Aviation
• ICAO’s Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for Aviation
(CORSIA) has been developed with the aim of capping international
aviation emissions at 2020 levels
• From 2021 to 2023, CORSIA will operate with a pilot phase, followed
by a voluntary phase until 2027.
• From 2027 all countries, except some developing nations that will be
exempt from the scheme, will be required to join CORSIA
• CORSIA will require all international passenger and cargo flights, as
well as business jets that generate more than 10,000 tonnes of
emissions annually, to purchase internationally approved carbon
credits

• The scheme will provide a financial incentive for airline operators to
switch to cleaner technologies, as well as a new multi-billion dollar
source of finance for climate-related projects.
• However, some have argued that CORSIA is not ambitious enough as
it does not come into effect early enough for all countries and will not
drive the necessary reductions in aviation emissions
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Shipping
• Globally, maritime transport emits around 1000 Gigatonnes of CO2
annually (around 2.5% of total global economy-wide CO2 emissions)

• Shipping emissions are predicted to increase by between 50% and
250% by 2050 – depending on future economic and energy
developments
• No concrete measures in place for reducing GHG emissions from
international shipping – but in 2016 the IMO agreed to introduce a
global data collection system
• Energy consumption and CO2 emissions from ships can be reduced
by up to 75% by applying operational measures and introducing
existing technological measures

• Many of these measures are theoretically cost-effective and offer
net benefits, e.g. reduced fuel bills ensure the pay-back of any
operational or investment costs, but there are market barriers
• Renewable energy technologies are also being developed for
application to ships (e.g. wingsails, Flettner rotors, kite sails, etc)
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Rail
• Rail accounts for approximately 1.3% of total UK transport GHG
emissions

• At the international level, 28 European members of the International
Union of Railways (UIC) have collectively committed to reduce CO2
emissions per passenger kilometre and per ton/kilometre by 50% by
2030
• Technical measures for reducing emissions include electrification,
using more modern rolling stock with lower energy consumption, or
applying technologies such as regenerative braking
• Non-technical measures include energy-efficient driving techniques,
which focus on developing train drivers’ expertise to save energy or
diesel fuel costs.
• To support all of these measures, on-board energy metering systems
are required, so that operators can monitor their energy consumption
and assess which approaches save the most energy
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Summary
• Investment opportunities vary considerably across the transport sector
• Road Transport - changing very rapidly with strong industry, consumer and political support
– Electrification and Automation
– Provision of charging infrastructure and associated services
– Energy-transport integration (e.g. Smart Charging and V2G)
– New transport modes and services.
• Rail – slower to change, some industry and political support
– Limited impact on emissions
– Electrification is the main focus
– Rolling stock vs Infrastructure ownership

• Aviation and Shipping – slow to change, constrained by industry structure and technology limitations
– New ship and aircraft technologies
– New funding models to enable adoption of new technologies
– Biofuels / biomass – linking with power and heat demand
– Developing countries
– High uncertainty around payback on investment and extent of political support
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